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Abstract. The paper builds a DPW approach of Willmore surfaces via conformal Gauss maps.
As applications, we provide descriptions of minimal surfaces in Rn+2, isotropic surfaces in S4
and homogeneous Willmore tori via the loop group method. A new example of a Willmore
two-sphere in S6 without dual surfaces is also presented.
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1. Introduction
AWillmore surface in Sn+2 is a critical surface of the Willmore functional
∫
M
(| ~H |2−K+1)dM
with ~H and K being the mean curvature vector and the Gauss curvature respectively. It is
well-known that the Willmore functional is invariant under conformal transformations of Sn+2.
Moreover, by Blaschke [2], Bryant [6], Ejiri [21], and Rigoli [34], a conformal immersion is
Willmore if and only if its conformal Gauss map is harmonic.
Later, He´lein’s important observations [22], generalized by Xia-Shen [41] and also developed
in a different direction by Xiang Ma [29], indicates that Willmore surfaces are also related to
other harmonic maps (into inner symmetric spaces). Moreover, a loop group theory was built
for this kind of harmonic maps in [22, 41]. However, this new type of harmonic maps may have
singularities, which makes it unclear how to derive global properties of Willmore surfaces this
way. To this end, in [15] we built a way to describe the conformal harmonic maps which could
globally be the conformal Gauss maps of some (branched) Willmore surfaces.
In this paper we will use such harmonic maps to study the global geometry of Willmore
surfaces, via a loop group description of those harmonic maps. This includes two decomposition
theorems (Iwasawa and Birkhoff) for the corresponding loop groups, the DPW procedure for
our harmonic maps, as well as a (generalized) DPW construction for harmonic two-spheres
(Theorem 3.11).
As an illustration of the method, the above results are applied to several special types of
Willmore surfaces, including minimal surfaces in Rn+4, isotropic Willmore surfaces in S4 and
homogeneous Willmore tori in Sn+2.
Another important application of the above theory is the construction of the following example
of a Willmore 2-sphere in S6 in [38], which gives a negative answer to an open problem of Ejiri
stated at the end of [21].
Example 1.1. ([38]) Let
η = λ−1
(
0 Bˆ1
−Bˆt1I1,3 0
)
dz, with Bˆ1 =
1
2


2iz −2z −i 1
−2iz 2z −i 1
−2 −2i −z −iz
2i −2 −iz z

 .
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Then the associated family of Willmore two-spheres yλ, λ ∈ S1, corresponding to η, is
yλ =
1(
1 + r2 + 5r
4
4 +
4r6
9 +
r8
36
)


(
1− r2 − 3r44 + 4r
6
9 − r
8
36
)
−i
(
z − z¯)(1 + r69 )
)
(
z + z¯)(1 + r
6
9 )
)
−i
(
(λ−1z2 − λz¯2)(1− r412)
)
(
(λ−1z2 + λz¯2)(1− r412 )
)
−i r22 (λ−1z − λz¯)(1 + 4r
2
3 )
r2
2 (λ
−1z + λz¯)(1 + 4r
2
3 )


(1.1)
with r = |z|. Moreover, yλ : S2 → S6 is a Willmore immersion in S6, which is non S-Willmore,
full, and totally isotropic. In particular, yλ does not have any branch points.
Note that all the surfaces yλ, λ ∈ S1, are isometric to each other by rotations by matrices of
SO(7), since yλ = Dλ · y1, with y1 = yλ|λ=1 and
Dλ =


I3 0 0 0 0
0 λ+λ
−1
2
λ−λ−1
−2i 0 0
0 λ−λ
−1
2i
λ+λ−1
2 0 0
0 0 0 λ+λ
−1
2
λ−λ−1
−2i
0 0 0 λ−λ
−1
2i
λ+λ−1
2

 ∈ SO(7).
For the meaning of η we refer to Section 3. And we refer to [38] for detailed proofs of the
above results and further discussions on y. This result and the characterization of the normalized
potentials of all Willmore 2-spheres in Sn+2 indicates that our approach is workable for the study
of global geometry of Willmore surfaces in terms of the DPW method for their conformal Gauss
map.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall the basic theory of Willmore surfaces
and harmonic maps briefly. Then in Section 3, we first recall the DPW method for harmonic
maps into symmetric spaces. The Birkhoff and Iwasawa Decomposition Theorems concerning
our non-compact groups, and the existence of normalized potentials for harmonic two-spheres
are provided then. Section 4 is devoted to some applications of our main results for minimal
surfaces in Rn+2, isotropic Willmore surfaces in S4 and homogeneous Willmore tori. We end
this paper with an Appendix which contains a proof of some properties of the loop groups used
in this paper.
Remark: Following the suggestion of some anonymous referee we have divided the paper
entitled “Willmore surfaces in spheres via loop groups I: generic cases and some examples”
(arXiv:1301.2756) into three parts. The present paper is part II and [15, 16] are part I and part
III respectively.
2. Willmore surfaces and harmonic maps
In this section, we will recall the basic theory concerning Willmore surfaces and harmonic
maps respectively. For details we refer to [15].
2.1. Willmore surfaces and conformal Gauss maps. For completeness we first recall briefly
the basic surface theory. For more details, we refer to Section 2 of [15] (see also [9]). Let
Rn+41 be the Lorentz-Minkowski space equipped with the Lorentzian metric (Here I1,n+3 =
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diag (−1, 1, · · · , 1))
〈x, y〉 = −x0y0 +
n+3∑
j=1
xjyj = x
tI1,n+3y, ∀x, y ∈ Rn+4.
Let Cn+3+ = {x ∈ Rn+41 |〈x, x〉 = 0, x0 > 0} be the forward light cone of R)n+ 41 and Let
Qn+2 = Cn+3+ /R+ be the projective light cone. The three Riemannian space forms can be
conformally embedded into Qn+2 [6, 21, 9].
Let y : M → Sn+2 be a conformal immersion. Let z = u+ iv be a local complex coordinate
on U ⊂M , with |yz|2 = 12e2ω. We call Y = e−ω(1, y) a canonical lift of y w.r.t. z [9, 15]. There
exists a global bundle decomposition M × Rn+41 = V ⊕ V ⊥, where
V = Span{Y,ReYz, ImYz, Yzz¯},
and V ⊥ denotes the orthogonal complement of V . Let VC and V ⊥C be the complexifications of
V and V ⊥ respectively.
Let {Y, Yz, Yz¯, N} be a frame of VC such that 〈N,Yz〉 = 〈N,Yz¯〉 = 〈N,N〉 = 0, 〈N,Y 〉 = −1.
Let D denote the normal connection on V ⊥C . Then we obtain the structure equations of y:
(2.1)


Yzz = − s2Y + κ,
Yzz¯ = −〈κ, κ¯〉Y + 12N,
Nz = −2〈κ, κ¯〉Yz − sYz¯ + 2Dz¯κ,
ψz = Dzψ + 2〈ψ,Dz¯κ〉Y − 2〈ψ, κ〉Yz¯ ,
Here ψ ∈ Γ(V ⊥C ) is an arbitrary section of the conformal normal bundle. Here κ is the conformal
Hopf differential of y and s is the Schwarzian of y [9]. The conformal Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci
equations are as follows:
(2.2)


1
2sz¯ = 3〈κ,Dz κ¯〉+ 〈Dzκ, κ¯〉,
Im(Dz¯Dz¯κ+
s¯
2κ) = 0,
RDz¯zψ = Dz¯Dzψ −DzDz¯ψ = 2〈ψ, κ〉κ¯ − 2〈ψ, κ¯〉κ.
Next we define the conformal Gauss map of y ([6, 9, 21, 15])
Definition 2.1. Let y :M → Sn+2 be a conformal immersion from a Riemann surface M . The
conformal Gauss map of y is defined by
(2.3)
Gr : M → Gr1,3(Rn+41 ) = SO+(1, n + 3)/SO+(1, 3) × SO(n)
p ∈M 7→ Vp
Here Vp is the 4−dimensional Lorentzian subspace oriented by a basis {Y,N, Yu, Yv}.
Note that Gr can also be written as [29] Gr = Y ∧ Yu ∧ Yv ∧N = −2i · Y ∧ Yz ∧ Yz¯ ∧N . Let
{ψj} be an orthonormal basis of V ⊥ on U . Then a local lift of Gr is chosen as [15]
(2.4) F :=
(
1√
2
(Y +N),
1√
2
(−Y +N), e1, e2, ψ1, · · · , ψn
)
: U → SO+(1, n + 3)
with its Maurer-Cartan form being of the form ( See Theorem 2.2 of [15] for more details.)
(2.5) α = F−1dF =
(
A1 B1
−Bt1I1,3 A2
)
dz +
(
A¯1 B¯1
−B¯t1I1,3 A¯2
)
dz¯,
where
(2.6) A1 =


0 0 s1 s2
0 0 s3 s4
s1 −s3 0 0
s2 −s4 0 0

 , A2 =


b11 · · · bn1
...
...
...
b1n · · · bnn

 ,
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(2.7)


s1 =
1
2
√
2
(1− s− 2k2), s2 = − i
2
√
2
(1 + s− 2k2),
s3 =
1
2
√
2
(1 + s+ 2k2), s4 = − i
2
√
2
(1− s+ 2k2),
and
(2.8) B1 =


√
2β1 · · ·
√
2βn
−√2β1 · · · −
√
2βn
−k1 · · · −kn
−ik1 · · · −ikn

 .
Here κ =
∑
j kjψj , Dz¯κ =
∑
j βjψj, k
2 =
∑
j |kj |2.
The Willmore functional of y (See [9, 15, 29]) is defined as:
(2.9) W (y) := 2i
∫
M
〈κ, κ¯〉dz ∧ dz¯.
An immersed surface y : M → Sn+2 is called a Willmore surface, if it is a critical point of the
Willmore functional with respect to any variation (with compact support) of y. We have
Theorem 2.2. [6, 9, 21, 34] For a conformal immersion y : M → Sn+2, the following three
conditions are equivalent:
(1) y is Willmore;
(2) The conformal Gauss map Gry is a conformally harmonic map into G3,1(R
n+3
1 );
(3) The conformal Hopf differential κ of y satisfies the “Willmore condition”:
(2.10) Dz¯Dz¯κ+
s¯
2
κ = 0, for any contractible chart of M .
2.2. Strongly conformal harmonic maps into SO+(1, n + 3)/SO+(1, 3) × SO(n). This
subsection is to collect the basic setup of the loop group approach of harmonic maps into
symmetric spaces and the strongly conformal harmonic maps related with Willmore surfaces.
2.2.1. Harmonic maps into the symmetric space G/K. Let N = G/K be a symmetric space
with involution σ : G→ G such that Gσ ⊃ K ⊃ (Gσ)0. Let π : G→ G/K denote the projection
of G onto G/K. Let g and k denote the Lie algebras of G and K respectively. The involution σ
induces the Cartan decomposition g = k⊕ p, with [k, k] ⊂ k, [k, p] ⊂ p and [p, p] ⊂ k.
Let f : M → G/K be a conformally harmonic map from a connected Riemann surface M .
Let U ⊂ M be an open contractible subset. Then there exists a frame F : U → G such that
f = π◦F on U . Let α denote the Maurer-Cartan form of F . Then α satisfies the Maurer-Cartan
equation and altogether we have F−1dF = α, with dα + 12 [α ∧ α] = 0. Decomposing α with
respect to g = k⊕ p we obtain
α = αk + αp, with αk ∈ Γ(k⊗ T ∗M), αp ∈ Γ(p⊗ T ∗M).
Next we decompose αp further into the (1, 0)−part α′p and the (0, 1)−part α′′p , and set
(2.11) αλ = λ
−1α′p + αk + λα
′′
p , λ ∈ S1.
Lemma 2.3. ([14]) The map f :M → G/K is harmonic if and only if
(2.12) dαλ +
1
2
[αλ ∧ αλ] = 0, for all λ ∈ S1.
Definition 2.4. Let f :M → G/K be harmonic and αλ the differential one-form defined above.
Since αλ satisfies the integrability condition (2.12), we consider the equation
dF (z, λ) = F (z, λ)αλ, F (z0, λ) = e,
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on any contractible open subset U ⊂M , where z0 is a fixed base point on U , and e is the identity
element in G. The map F (z, λ) is called the extended frame of the harmonic map f normalized
at the base point z = z0. Note that F satisfies F (z, λ = 1) = F (z).
2.2.2. Harmonic maps into SO+(1, n+3)/SO+(1, 3)×SO(n). Let’s consider the group SO+(1, n+
3) together with its Lie algebra
(2.13) so(1, n + 3) = g = {X ∈ gl(n+ 4,R)|XtI1,n+3 + I1,n+3X = 0}.
Consider the involution
(2.14)
σ : SO+(1, n + 3) → SO+(1, n + 3)
A 7→ D−1AD,
with
D =
( −I4 0
0 In
)
,
where Ik denotes the k × k identity matrix. Then the fixed point group SO+(1, n + 3)σ of σ
contains SO+(1, 3) × SO(n), where SO+(1, 3) denotes the connected component of SO(1, 3)
containing I. Moreover we have SO+(1, n + 3)σ ⊃ SO+(1, 3) × SO(n) = (SO+(1, n + 3)σ)0,
where the superscript 0 denotes the connected component containing the identity element. On
the Lie algebra level we obtain
g =
{(
A1 B1
−Bt1I1,3 A2
)
| At1I1,3 + I1,3A1 = 0, A2 +At2 = 0
}
,
k =
{(
A1 0
0 A2
)
| At1I1,3 + I1,3A1 = 0, A2 +At2 = 0
}
, p =
{(
0 B1
−Bt1I1,3 0
)}
.
Now let f : M → SO+(1, n + 3)/SO+(1, 3) × SO(n) be a harmonic map with local frame
F : U → SO+(1, n + 3) and Maurer-Cartan form α on some contractible open subset U of M .
Let z be a local complex coordinate on U . Writing
(2.15) α′k =
(
A1 0
0 A2
)
dz, and α′p =
(
0 B1
−Bt1I1,3 0
)
dz,
Definition 2.5. Let f :M → SO+(1, n+3)/SO+(1, 3)×SO(n) be a harmonic map. We call f
a strongly conformally harmonic map if for any point p ∈ M , there exists a neighborhood
Up of p and a frame F (with Maurer-Cartan form α) of y on Up satisfying
(2.16) Bt1I1,3B1 = 0, where α
′
p =
(
0 B1
−Bt1I1,3 0
)
dz.
We call f contains a constant lightlike vector, if f(p), as subspaces of Rn+41 , contains a non-
zero constant lightlike vector, for any p ∈ M . Note that the conform Gauss map of a minimal
surface in Rn+41 always contains a constant lightlike vector [15]. The main result of [15] can be
summarized as
Theorem 2.6. [15] Let f :M → SO+(1, n+ 3)/SO+(1, 3)× SO(n) be a non-constant strongly
conformally harmonic map from a connected Riemann surface M . Then after changing the
orientation of M if necessary, then either f contains a constant lightlike vector, or f is the
oriented conformal Gauss map of some unique conformal Willmore map y :M → Sn+2.
3. Loop group theory for harmonic maps
In this section we start by collecting the basic definitions and the basic decomposition theorems
for loop groups ([14], [40], [1]). Next we recall the DPW method for the construction of harmonic
maps. Since we are mainly interested in strongly conformally harmonic maps, we characterize
strongly conformal harmonicity in terms of normalized potentials which satisfy the additional
condition Bt1I1,3B1 = 0.
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3.1. Loop groups and decomposition theorems. Let G be a connected real Lie group and
GC its complexification (For details on complexifications, in particular of semi-simple Lie groups,
see [24]).
Let σ denote an inner involution of G and K a closed subgroup satisfying (Fixσ(G))0 ⊂ K ⊂
Fixσ(G). Then σ fixes k = LieK. The extension of σ to an involution of GC has kC as its fixed
point algebra. By abuse of notation we put KC = Fixσ(GC). It is known that KC is in general
not connected.
Here are the basic definitions about loop groups which we will apply to any Lie group G and
its complexification GC, assuming an inner involution σ of these groups is given:
ΛGCσ = {γ : S1 → GC | , σγ(λ) = γ(−λ), λ ∈ S1},
ΛGσ = {γ ∈ ΛGCσ | γ(λ) ∈ G, for all λ ∈ S1},
ΩGσ = {γ ∈ ΛGσ | γ(1) = e},
Λ−GCσ = {γ ∈ ΛGCσ | γ extends holomorphically to |λ| > 1 ∪ {∞}},
Λ−∗ GCσ = {γ ∈ ΛGCσ | γ extends holomorphically to |λ| > 1 ∪ {∞}, γ(∞) = e},
Λ+GCσ = {γ ∈ ΛGCσ | γ extends holomorphically to |λ| < 1},
Λ+LG
C
σ = {γ ∈ ΛGCσ | γ(0) ∈ L},
where L denotes some Lie subgroup of KC, prescribing in which group the leading term is
supposed to be contained in. If L = (KC)0, then we write Λ±C G
C
σ . These groups are connected.
For the decomposition theorems quoted below (which are of crucial importance for the ap-
plicability of the loop group method explained below) we need to have some topology on our
loop groups. This can be done in several ways. We will represent GC as a matrix group and
will assume that all matrix entries of ΛGCσ are in the Wiener algebra of the unit circle. We
thus obtain that ΛGCσ is a Banach Lie group. All other groups discussed in this paper inherit a
Banach Lie group structure in a natural way.
With these assumptions we obtain:
Theorem 3.1. (Birkhoff Decomposition Theorem for (ΛGCσ )
0)
(1) (ΛGCσ )
0 =
⋃
Λ−C G
C
σ · ω · Λ+C GCσ , where the ω’s are representatives of the double cosets.
(2) The multiplication Λ−∗ GCσ × Λ+C GCσ → ΛGCσ is an analytic diffeomorphism onto the open
and dense subset Λ−∗ G
C
σ · Λ+C GCσ of (ΛGCσ )0 (big Birkhoff cell).
Remark 3.2.
(1) For the case of Willmore surfaces we consider the inner symmetric space G/K, where
G = SO+(1, n + 3) and K = SO+(1, 3) × SO(n).
(2) The inner involution σ is given by σ = AdI4,n with I4,n = diag(I4,−In). Then Fixσ(G) =
S(O+(1, 3) ×O(n)) and K is the connected component of this fixed point group.
(3) For the complexification of G we obtain GC ∼= SO(1, n + 3,C) and the fixed point
group of σ in GC (called KC, by abuse of notation, as above) is KC ∼= Fixσ(GC) =
S(O(1, 3,C) × O(n,C)). Moreover, we obtain that (KC)0 is the complexification of
(Fixσ(G))0.
(4) For the simply-connected covers G˜ and G˜C of G and GC respectively we obtain G˜ =
Spin(1, n + 3)0 and G˜C = Spin(1, n + 3,C) (See e.g. [27], (2.35) and [30], Proposition
3.1 respectively).
The discussion so far is related to part one of the loop group method (as outlined in detail
below). Part two of the loop group method requires another decomposition theorem:
Theorem 3.3. (Iwasawa Decomposition Theorem for (ΛGC)0σ)
(1) (ΛGC)0σ =
⋃
ΛG0σ · δ · Λ+C GCσ , where the δ’s are representatives of the double cosets.
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(2) The multiplication ΛG0σ × Λ+C GCσ → (ΛGCσ )0 is a real analytic map onto the connected
open subset ΛG0σ · Λ+C GCσ = IUe ⊂ ΛGCσ .
For the loop groups involved in the description of Willmore surfaces we add two results:
Theorem 3.4. Consider the setting G/K = Gr1,3(R
n+4
1 ) = SO
+(1, n+3)/SO+(1, 3)× SO(n).
(1) There exist two different open Iwasawa cells in the connected loop group (ΛGCσ )
0, one
given by δ = e and the other one by δ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1,−1, 1, 1, ..., 1).
(2) There exists a closed, connected, solvable subgroup S ⊆ (KC)0 such that the multiplication
ΛG0σ × Λ+SGCσ → (ΛGCσ )0 is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto the connected open
subset ΛG0σ · Λ+SGCσ ⊂ IUe ⊂ (ΛGCσ )0.
Proofs for the last three theorems are given in Appendix A.
3.2. The DPW method and potentials. With the loop group decompositions as stated
above, we obtain a construction scheme of harmonic maps from a surface into any real pseudo-
Riemannian symmetric space G/K for which the metric is induced from a bi-invariant metric
on G. All symmetric spaces considered in this paper are of this type.
So far we have mainly discussed Willmore surfaces and the corresponding conformally har-
monic maps defined on some open subset U of C (or possibly an open subset of some surface
M). Since the immersions of interest are conformal, the corresponding surface has a complex
structure. We thus only consider Riemann surfaces in this paper. If M is such a Riemann
surface, then its universal cover M˜ is either S2 or C or E, the open unit disk in C. Every
harmonic map from M to some symmetric space G/K induces via composition with the natural
projection a harmonic map from the universal cover M˜ into G/K. Therefore, to start with, we
need to consider harmonic maps from S2, C and E into G/K.
Theorem 3.5. ([14]) Let D be a contractible open subset of C and z0 ∈ D a base point. Let
f : D → G/K be a harmonic map with f(z0) = eK. Then the associated family fλ of f can
be lifted to a map F : D → ΛGσ, the extended frame of f, and we can assume w.l.g. that
F (z0, λ) = e holds. Under this assumption,
(1) The map F takes only values in IUe ⊂ ΛGCσ .
(2) There exists a discrete subset D0 ⊂ D such that on D \ D0 we have the decomposition
F (z, λ) = F−(z, λ) · F+(z, λ),
where
F−(z, λ) ∈ Λ−∗ GCσ and F+(z, λ) ∈ (Λ+GCσ )0.
Moreover F−(z, λ) is meromorphic in z ∈ D and F−(z0, λ) = e holds and the Maurer-
Cartan form η of F−
η = F−(z, λ)−1dF−(z, λ)
is a λ−1 · pC − valued meromorphic (1, 0)− form with poles at points of D0 only.
(3) Conversely, any harmonic map f : D → G/K can be derived from a λ−1 · pC − valued
meromorphic (1, 0)− form η on D.
(4) Spelling out the converse procedure in detail we obtain: Let η be a λ−1 · pC − valued
meromorphic (1, 0)− form for which the solution to the ODE
(3.1) F−(z, λ)−1dF−(z, λ) = η, F−(z0, λ) = e,
is meromorphic on D, with D0 as set of possible poles. Then on the open set DI = {z ∈
D;F (z, λ) ∈ IU} we define F˜ (z, λ) via the factorization IUe = (ΛGσ)0 · Λ+SGCσ ⊂ ΛGCσ :
(3.2) F−(z, λ) = F˜ (z, λ) · F˜+(z, λ)−1.
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This way one obtains an extended frame
F˜ (z, λ) = F−(z, λ) · F˜+(z, λ)
of some harmonic map from DI ⊂ D to G/K satisfying F˜ (z0, λ) = e.
Moreover, the two constructions outlined above are inverse to each other (on appro-
priate domains of definition).
Definition 3.6. ([14]) The λ−1 · pC− valued meromorphic (1, 0) form η is called the normalized
potential for the harmonic map f with the point z0 as the reference point.
Remark 3.7.
(1) Note that the normalized potential is uniquely determined once a base point is chosen.
However, if we conjugate a normalized potential by some z−independent element k of
K, then the procedure outlined in the theorem produces a new harmonic map (and
correspondingly a new Willmore surface) which differs from the original one by the rigid
motion induced by k. Since we usually do not care about how the harmonic map (or the
Willmore surface) sits in space, we sometimes use elements of K to simplify or further
normalize the normalized potential.
(2) In the converse procedure, part (4) above, since in our case the symmetric space G/K
is not compact, the Iwasawa splitting (3.2) will in general not be possible for all z ∈ D.
Thus F˜ , as well as the harmonic map f˜ will have singularities on D. There are two types
of singularities. One type stems from poles in the potential η and the other type occurs,
when F− touches or crosses the boundary of an open Iwasawa cell (See [4]). (There are at
least two open Iwasawa cells, as pointed out above). In the new example of a Willmore
sphere in S6 [38] (also see Example 1.1 mentioned in the introduction) it happens that
the frame of the harmonic map has singularities, but the Willmore immersion and hence
the harmonic map does not have any singularity ([38]). In this case the frame is the
product of a matrix without singularities with a singular scalar factor. The projection
of the frame to the harmonic map cancels out this singular factor. So the appearance of
singularities is only due to the choice of frame.
So far we have only introduced the “normalized potential”. However, in many applications
it is much more convenient to use potentials which contain, in their Fourier expansion, more
than one power of λ. The normalized potential is usually meromorphic in z. Since it is uniquely
determined, there is no way to change this. However, when permitting many (maybe infinitely
many) powers of λ, then one can obtain potentials with holomorphic coefficients, which will be
called holomorphic potentials. They are not uniquely determined.
Theorem 3.8. Let D be a contractible open subset of C. Let F (z, λ) be the frame of some
harmonic map into G/K. Then there exists some V+ ∈ Λ+GCσ such that C(z, λ) = FV+ is holo-
morphic in z and in λ ∈ C∗. Then the Maurer-Cartan form η = C−1dC of C is a holomorphic
(1, 0)−form on D and it is easy to verify that λη is holomorphic for λ ∈ C. Conversely, any
harmonic map f : D → G/K can be derived from such a holomorphic (1, 0)− form η on D by
the same steps as in the previous theorem.
The proof can be taken verbatim from the appendix of [14] and will be omitted here. We would
like to point out that the proof works for all harmonic maps into any Riemannian or pseudo-
Riemannian symmetric space (actually, even more generally, for primitive harmonic maps into
k−symmetric spaces). In particular, the proof is independent of the results of the previous
sections.
Remark 3.9.
(1) Again, since the Iwasawa splitting is not global in our case, even when starting with a
holomorphic potential, the resulting harmonic map will generally have singularities.
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(2) Let η1 and η2 be any two potentials producing the same harmonic map by the procedure
outlined above. Then there exists a gauge W+ : D → Λ+GCσ transforming one potential
into the other. For a proof consider the frames F1 = C1V+1 and F2 = C2V+2 constructed
as outlined above. Since we assume that the two potentials induce the same harmonic
map, these frames only differ by some gauge: F1 = F2T where T ∈ K. This implies
C1V+1 = C2V+2T . Thus W+ = V+2TV
−1
+1 is the desired gauge.
So far we have only discussed potentials for harmonic maps defined on some contractible open
subset of C. Let now M denote a Riemann surface which is either non-compact or compact of
positive genus. Then the universal cover M˜ of M can be realized as a contractible open subset
of C. Moreover, if f : M → G/K is a harmonic map, then the composition f˜ of f with
the canonical projection from M˜ onto M is also harmonic. Therefore to f˜ we can construct
normalized potentials and holomorphic potentials as outlined above. These potentials for f˜ will
also be called potentials for f . The converse procedure as outlined in the last two theorems
produces harmonic maps defined on some open subsets (containing the base point) of D. For
these harmonic maps to descend to M “closing conditions” need to be satisfied.
Remark 3.10.
(1) If M = S2, then it is not clear a priori that the procedure discussed in Theorem 3.5
works as well. However, if the symmetric target space actually is a real Lie group
G, considered as a symmetric space G ∼= (G × G)/∆, where ∆ denotes the subgroup
∆ = {(g, g) ∈ G×G, g ∈ G} and one uses the natural projection (g, h)→ gh−1, then the
same procedure works. In this case one can lift a harmonic map f : S2 → G to G ×G
by F = (f, e). This way one obtains, as in the previous cases, a normalized potential. It
has the form ξ = (λ−1η,−λ−1η). Harmonic maps into Lie groups (as symmetric spaces)
have been discussed in [11], Section 9 . Note, however, that the formula given in [11] for
the normalized potential shows a wrong λ− dependence.
(2) On the other hand, one does not obtain a holomorphic potential for M = S2, since S2
does not carry any non-trivial holomorphic (1, 0)−forms. The proof of [14] which was
used in the proof of the theorem above is not applicable to the case M = S2, of course.
Let’s consider now the case that we have a harmonic map f from M = S2 into some general
symmetric space G/K. Since π2(S
2) = Z and π2(G) = 0, it will generally not be possible to
lift the smooth map f to a smooth map F from S2 to G such that the map F composed with
the natural projection from G to G/K is f . But one can find some way around this non-lifting
obstacle.
Theorem 3.11. Every harmonic map from S2 to any Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian sym-
metric space G/K admits an extended frame with at most two singularities and it admits a global
meromorphic extended frame. In particular, every harmonic map from S2 to any Riemannian or
pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space G/K can be obtained from some meromorphic normalized
potential.
Proof. Let f : S2 → G/K be a harmonic map. Set
U1 = S2\{ north pole }, U2 = S2\{ south pole }
and f1 = f |U1 , f2 = f |U2 . Since U1 ∼= U2 ∼= C, there exist frame lifts Fj : Uj → G of fj, j = 1, 2,
by [14].
We can assume w.l.g. F1(p0) = F2(p0) = e where p0 is a fixed base point in U1 ∩ U2 and
f(p0) = e mod K. Also we have F2 = F1K on U1 ∩ U2. Introducing λ yields (σ−twisted) F1
and F2 and again F2 = F1K, where Fj = Fj(z, z¯, λ) and K = K(z, z¯). By [14], there exist
discrete subsets Dj ⊂ Uj, j = 1, 2 such that
Fj = Fj−Fj+, j = 1, 2
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on Uj\Dj . Moreover, Fj− extends to a meromorphic map on Uj by [14].
On (U1 ∩ U2)\(D1 ∪D2) we have F2−V2+ = F1−V1+K, where Fj− = I +O(λ−1). Hence
F2− = F1− on (U1 ∩ U2)\(D1 ∪D2).
Therefore this meromorphic map on U1 ∩ U2 extends meromorphically to S2. Set η = F−1− dF−.
Then η is a meromorphic (1, 0)−form on S2 of the form η = λ−1η−1dz. As usual, η will be
called “normalized potential” of f . Moreover, by reversing the steps above we see that the map
f can be obtained from η as usual, however, we need to admit (up to two) singularities for the
extended frame defined by η. Thus η is justifiedly called the normalized potential of f . 
Remark 3.12.
(1) By removing just one point of S2, like the north pole, one obtains a meromorphic map
on U1 which, however, could have an essential singularity at the north pole. The use of
U1 and U2 as above shows that F1− = F2− on U1∩U2 actually extends as a meromorphic
frame to all points of S2.
(2) From the proof above it is clear that the original harmonic map f can be reconstructed
from η by the usual steps (see Theorem 3.5). Note that the two procedures just discussed
are inverse to each other.
(3) The theorem just proven can be used to construct all harmonic maps from S2 into any
Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space:
Consider a meromorphic (1, 0)−form on S2 of the form η = λ−1η−1dz which has a
meromorphic solution F− on S2 to the ode
F−η = dF−, F−(p0, λ) = e.
Now an Iwasawa decomposition of F− makes sense for all points, where F− is in the
open Iwasawa cell containing e, producing a “frame” F which is an actual frame on the
set of non-singular points of F−. Let τ denote the anti-holomorphic involution of GC
defining G. Since F is obtained via a Birkhoff decomposition of τ(F−)−1F− in the form
τ(F−)−1F− = τ(V+)V −1+ , we obtain F = F−V+ = τ(F−V+), and its matrix entries are
rational functions in the entries of τ(F−)−1F−. In particular, the matrix entries of F
are rational functions in u, v, z = u + iv. Now a harmonic map is obtained by f = F
mod K.
(4) Since for pseudo-Riemannian spaces the Iwasawa splitting is not global in general, not
every η as above will yield a singularity free harmonic map on all of S2. The domain of
definition of f will need to be discussed separately in each case.
Corollary 3.13. Let f : S2 → G/K be a harmonic map and η its normalized potential with
reference point z0. Then away from the (finitely many) poles of η there exists an extended frame
F for f and a global Iwasawa splitting F = F−F+, F−1−
d
dzF− = η. Moreover, F− is meromorphic
on S2.
Clearly, the normalized potential just discussed lives on S2 =M . For general surfaces M the
potentials for harmonic maps only live on the universal cover M˜ of M . Therefore, if one wants
to construct harmonic maps from some arbitrary Riemann surfaceM into some symmetric space
G/K, one would have at least some indication for where to find an appropriate potential, if one
would know that for every harmonic map from M to G/K there is some potential on M˜ which
is the pullback of some differential one-form defined on M . So far there is known [12], Theorem
3.2
Theorem 3.14. If M is non-compact, then for every harmonic map from M to any Riemann-
ian or pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space there exists a holomorphic potential defined on the
universal cover M˜ of M which is invariant under the fundamental group of M .
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Remark 3.15.
(1) By abuse of notation we sometimes say in the situation described above that the potential
is defined on M .
(2) For the case of compact surfaces M we conjecture
Every harmonic map from any compact Riemann surfaceM to any pseudo-Riemannian
symmetric space can be obtained from some meromorphic potential defined on M .
In [18] we will prove this conjecture for all compact Riemann surfaces and for the pseudo-
Riemannian symmetric space occurring in our Willmore setting.
3.3. The normalized potential for strongly conformally harmonic maps and Wu’s
formula. From the definition of the normalized potential (see Theorem 3.5) we can read off that
it is obtained from the λ−1−part of the Maurer-Cartan form of F by conjugation by some matrix
function with values in KC. For known examples one can write down the normalized potential
much more specifically. In [40], Wu showed how one can determine locally the normalized
potential from the Maurer-Cartan form of the harmonic map f .
In this subsection we will make this explicit for the case of primary interest to this paper. As
an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5 we obtain:
Theorem 3.16. Let D be a contractible open subset of C and 0 ∈ D a base point.
Let f : D→ SO+(1, n+ 3)/SO+(1, 3)× SO(n) be a strongly conformally harmonic map with
f(0) = eK and F : D → (ΛGσ)0 an extended frame of f such that F (0, λ) = I. Then the
normalized potential of f with respect to the base point z = 0 is of the form
(3.3) η = λ−1η−1dz, with η−1 =
(
0 Bˆ1
−Bˆt1I1,3 0
)
dz, with Bˆ1
t
I1,3Bˆ1 = 0,
where Bˆ1dz is a meromorphic (1, 0)− form on D and 0 is not a pole of Bˆ1.
Conversely, any normalized potential defined on D and satisfying (3.3) induces a strongly
conformally harmonic map from an open subset 0 ∈ DI ⊂ D into SO+(1, n + 3)/SO+(1, 3) ×
SO(n).
Remark 3.17. Using Theorem 3.11 one can formulate an analogous result for D replaced by S2.
Similarly we obtain as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.8:
Theorem 3.18. Let D be a contractible open subset of C and 0 ∈ D a base point. Let f : D →
SO+(1, n+3)/SO+(1, 3)×SO(n) be a strongly conformally harmonic map with f(0) = eK and
F : D→ (ΛGσ)0 an extended frame of f such that F (0, λ) = I. Then there exists a holomorphic
potential for f and each holomorphic potential for f is of the form
(3.4) ξ = (λ−1ξ−1 +
∑
j≥0
λjξj)dz, with ξ−1 =
(
0 Bˆ1
−Bˆt1I1,3 0
)
, and Bˆ1
t
I1,3Bˆ1 = 0,
where ξjdz, j = −1, 0, · · · ,∞, are holomorphic (1, 0)− forms on D.
Conversely, any holomorphic potential η defined on D and satisfying (3.4) induces a strongly
conformally harmonic map from an open subset 0 ∈ DI ⊂ D into SO+(1, n + 3)/SO+(1, 3) ×
SO(n).
The matrix function Bˆ1 in the previous theorem (normalized potential) can be made much
more explicit.
Theorem 3.19. ( Wu’s Formula for Strongly Conformally Harmonic Maps)
Let D be a contractible open subset of C and 0 ∈ D a base point.
Let f : D→ SO+(1, n+ 3)/SO+(1, 3)× SO(n) be a strongly conformally harmonic map with
f(0) = eK and F : D → (ΛGσ)0 an extended frame of f such that F (0, λ) = I. Consider
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F−1dF = α = λ−1α′p + αk + λα
′′
p and let δ1 denote the sum of the holomorphic terms in the
Taylor expansion of α′p(
∂
∂z
) about 0, considered as a form depending on z and z¯. The form δ1 is
called the holomorphic part of α′p(
∂
∂z
). Similarly, denote by δ0 the holomorphic part of α
′
k(
∂
∂z
).
Then the normalized potential η of f with the origin as the reference point is given by
(3.5) η = λ−1η−1dz with η−1 = F0(z)δ1F0(z)−1,
where F0 : D→ G/K is the solution to the equation F0(z)−1dF0(z) = δ0, F0(0) = I.
Proof. By (2.5) and (2.8)( See also Theorem 3.4 of [15]), we know the form of α′p(
∂
∂z
). Since the
holomorphic part δ1 of α
′
p(
∂
∂z
) has the same form, we obtain by setting B˜1(z, z¯ = 0)
δ1 =
(
0 B˜1
−B˜t1I1,3 0
)
dz, with B˜t1I1,3B˜1 = 0.
Let F0 = diag(Aˆ1, Aˆ2) : D→ SO+(1, 3,C)×SO(n,C) be the solution to the equation F0(z)−1dF0(z) =
δ0, F0(0) = I, where δ0 is the holomorphic part of α
′
k(
∂
∂z
). Then Wu’s Formula [40] implies for
the normalized potential
η−1 = F0(z)δ1F0(z)−1 = λ−1
(
0 Aˆ1B˜1Aˆ
−1
2
−Aˆ2B˜t1I1,3Aˆ−11 0
)
dz = λ−1
(
0 Bˆ1
−Bˆt1I1,3 0
)
dz.
Moreover, from B˜t1I1,3B˜1 = 0 we obtain Bˆ
t
1I1,3Bˆ1 = 0. 
Remark 3.20.
(1) Note that one can assume w.l.g. that α has the special form stated in Section 2.1 for
the MC form of the conformal Gauss maps. However this will not imply in general that
η−1 has such a special form. Later, in Section 4, we will show that only very special
harmonic maps admit such kinds of normalized potentials.
(2) It is straightforward to verify that η−1 in (3.3) satisfies
η3−1 = 0.
So η is pointwise nilpotent as a Lie algebra-valued function. However this does not imply
that η attains all values in a fixed nilpotent Lie subalgebra. As a consequence, in general
the corresponding conformally harmonic map is not of finite uniton type. An example
for this is the Clifford torus in S3, which is of finite type and not of finite uniton type.
(3) In the last theorem we have considered local expansions of real analytic functions into
power series in z and z¯ about z = 0 and set z¯ = 0. So the factors entering into the
formula for η will in general only be defined locally. However, η itself is defined and
meromorphic globally on D.
If one wants to find globally defined factors for the representation of η above, then
one needs to analyze the proof of the corresponding result of [13].
4. Application of Loop group theory to Willmore surfaces
In this section we will present applications of Wu’s formula for two types of harmonic maps.
4.1. Strongly conformally harmonic maps containing a constant light-like vector.
From Theorem 2.6, we see that there are two kinds of conformally harmonic maps satisfying
Bt1I1,3B1 = 0: those which contain a constant lightlike vector and those which do not contain a
constant lightlike vector. Moreover, if a conformally harmonic map f does not contain a lightlike
vector, then f will always be the conformal Gauss map of some Willmore map. This class of
Willmore maps corresponds exactly to all those Willmore maps which are not conformal to
any minimal surface in Rn+2, since minimal surfaces in Rn+2 can be characterized as Willmore
surfaces with their conformal Gauss map containing a constant lightlike vector. Since minimal
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surfaces in Rn+2 can be constructed by direct methods, we are mainly interested in Willmore
surfaces not conformally equivalent to minimal surfaces in Rn+2. It is therefore vital to derive
a criterion to determine whether a strongly conformally harmonic map f contains a lightlike
vector or not. This is the main goal of this subsection. We state the main result and refer for a
proof (which uses substantially the techniques discussed in the previous sections) to [37].
Theorem 4.1. [37] Let M˜ denote the Riemann surface S2,C or the unit disk of C. Let f :
D→ SO+(1, n+3)/SO+(1, 3)×SO(n) be a strongly conformally harmonic map which contains
a constant light-like vector. Choose a base point p ∈ M˜ and assume that f(p) = In+4 ·K holds.
Let z denote a local coordinate with z(p) = 0. Then the normalized potential of f with reference
point p is of the form
(4.1) η = λ−1
(
0 Bˆ1
−Bˆt1I1,3 0
)
dz, where Bˆ1 =


fˆ11 fˆ12 · · · fˆ1n
−fˆ11 −fˆ12 · · · −fˆ1n
fˆ31 fˆ32 · · · fˆ3n
ifˆ31 ifˆ32 · · · ifˆ3n

 .
Here all fij are meromorphic functions on M˜ .
The converse also holds: Let η be a normalized potential of the form (4.1). Then Bt1I1,3B1 = 0
and we obtain a strongly conformally harmonic map f : M˜ → SO+(1, n+3)/SO+(1, 3)×SO(n).
Moreover, f contains a constant light-like vector and is of finite uniton type.
Remark 4.2. The proof of this result requires a lengthy argument and will therefore be published
in [37]. It is not difficult to verify that f is of finite uniton type. Moreover, f actually belongs
to the simplest case of finite uniton maps, the so-called S1 − invariant maps (See [7], [11]).
For such harmonic maps, by a usually lengthy computation, one can derive the harmonic map
directly without using loop groups, since the Iwasawa splitting in this case is identical with the
classical generalized Iwasawa splitting for non-compact Lie groups (see [11]).
Corollary 4.3. Let f : M˜ → SO+(1, n + 3)/SO+(1, 3) × SO(n) be a strongly conformally
harmonic map with its normalized potential η of the form (4.1) and of maximal rank(Bˆ1) = 2.
Then f can not be the conformal Gauss map of a Willmore surface. In particular, there exist
strongly conformally harmonic maps which are not related to any Willmore map.
This is a straightforward application of Theorem 3.11 of [15] and Theorem 4.1.
Using the loop group method it is easy to see that harmonic maps satisfying the assumptions
of the corollary always exist at least locally. Moreover, combining Theorem Theorem 3.11 of
[15] and Theorem 4.1, and applying Wu’s formula, it is straightforward to obtain the following
Corollary 4.4. Let f : M˜ → SO+(1, n + 3)/SO+(1, 3) × SO(n) be a strongly conformally
harmonic map with its normalized potential η of the form (4.1) and of maximal rank(Bˆ1) = 1.
Then f can not be the conformal Gauss map of a Willmore surface if and only if up to a
conjugation, Bˆ1 has one of the following forms
(4.2) Bˆ1 =


0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
fˆ31 fˆ32 · · · fˆ3n
ifˆ31 ifˆ32 · · · ifˆ3n

 , or Bˆ1 =


fˆ11 fˆ12 · · · fˆ1n
−fˆ11 −fˆ12 · · · −fˆ1n
0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0

 .
Proof. If f can not be the conformal Gauss map of a Willmore surface, then by Theorem 3.11 of
[15], it reduces to a harmonic map into SO+(1, n+1)/SO+(1, 1)×SO(n) or SO(n+2)/SO(2)×
SO(n). As a consequence, applying Wu’s formula we see that the normalized potential reduces to
Λso(1, n+1,C)σ or Λso(n+2,C)σ. Now (4.2) follows. The converse part is also straightforward.
Since η has the form stated in (4.2), clearly f reduces to SO+(1, n + 1)/SO+(1, 1) × SO(n) or
SO(n+ 2)/SO(2) × SO(n). 
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4.2. The conformal Gauss map of isotropic Willmore surfaces in S4. Another important
class of Willmore surfaces is formed by the totally isotropic Willmore surfaces. We recall from
section 2 that D denotes the V ⊥C −part of the natural connection of C4. By Djz we denote the
j−fold iteration of Dz.
Definition 4.5. ([10], [5], [21]) Let y : M → Sn+2 be a conformal immersion with z a local
coordinate of M and Y a local lift. Then y is called totally isotropic if the Hopf differential κ
of y satisfies
(4.3) 〈Djzκ,Dlzκ〉 = 0, for j, l = 0, 1, · · · .
Note that full and totally isotropic surfaces only exist in even dimensional spheres S2m. They
can be described as projections of holomorphic (anti-holomorphic) curves in the twistor bundle
TS2m of S2m ([10], [21]).
However, in general, totally isotropic surfaces in S2m are not necessarily Willmore surfaces
when m > 2. Thus totally isotropic Willmore surfaces in S2m are of particular interest. A
much larger class of surfaces is formed by the isotropic surfaces, i.e. the surfaces, where in the
definition above only the case j = l = 0 is required. Fairly little is known about general isotropic
surfaces.
However, it is well-known that all isotropic surfaces in S4 are Willmore surfaces (even S-
Willmore surfaces), see [21], [29].
In this subsection we will characterize all isotropic Willmore surfaces in S4. An analysis of
isotropic Willmore surfaces in S6 will be presented in [38]. Concerning isotropic (Willmore)
surfaces in S4, we show
Theorem 4.6. Let y : M → S4 be an isotropic surface from a simply connected Riemann
surface M˜ , with its conformal Gauss map f = Gr defined in Section 2. Then the normalized
potential of Gr is of the form
(4.4) η = λ−1
(
0 Bˆ1
−Bˆt1I1,3 0
)
dz, with Bˆ1 =


fˆ11 ifˆ11
fˆ21 ifˆ21
fˆ31 ifˆ31
fˆ41 ifˆ41

 , −fˆ211 + fˆ221 + fˆ231 + fˆ241 = 0.
Moreover, Gr is of finite uniton type with uniton number r(f) at most 2. In particular, f is
S1-invariant.
Conversely, let η be defined on M˜ of the form (4.4) and let f : M˜ → SO+(1, 5)/SO+(1, 3) ×
SO(2) be the associated strongly conformally harmonic map. Then either f is the conformal
Gauss map of an isotropic S-Willmore surface in S4, or f takes values in SO+(1, 3)/SO+(1, 1)×
SO(2) or in SO(4)/SO(2) × SO(2) and is not the conformal Gauss map of any conformal
immersion.
Proof. Retaining the notation of Section 2.1 for y and Gr, the isotropy property of y shows that
〈κ, κ〉 = 0. Differentiating this expression for z one obtains 〈Dz¯κ, κ〉 = 0. Noticing that the
complex normal bundle is 2 dimensional and observing that κ is a null vector section, it is clear
that any other section perpendicular to κ is necessarily parallel to κ. Hence we infer that Dz¯κ
is parallel to κ. So without loss of generality, we can assume
κ = k1ψ1 + ik1ψ2, and Dz¯κ = β1ψ1 + iβ1ψ2,
with ψ1, ψ2 an orthonormal basis of sections of V
⊥ in the sense of Section 2. Therefore the
Maurer-Cartan form of F (z, z¯, λ) w.r.t y is
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F−1Fz =
(
A1 B1
−Bt1I1,3 A2
)
, with B1 =


√
2β1 i
√
2β1
−√2β1 −i
√
2β1
−k1 −ik1
−ik1 −ik1

 .
To apply Wu’s formula (Theorem 3.19), let δ1, δ2 and B˜1 denote the “holomorphic parts” of
A1, A2 and B1 with respect to the reference point z = 0 respectively, i.e., the part of the Taylor
expansion of A1, A2 and B1 which are independent of z¯. Let F01 and F02 be the solutions to
the equations F−101 dF01 = δ1dz, F01|z=0 = I4 and F−102 dF02 = δ2dz, F02|z=0 = I2 respectively.
By Wu’s formula (Theorem 3.19), the normalized potential can be represented in the form
η = λ−1
(
0 Bˆ1
−Bˆt1I1,3 0
)
dz, with Bˆ1 = F01B˜1F
−1
02 .
Noticing that here B˜1 is of the form B˜1 = (v1, iv1) , with v1 ∈ C41, it is immediate to check
that F01B˜1F
−1
02 = (vˆ1, ivˆ1) holds with some vector vˆ1 ∈ C4.
A straightforward computation shows that Bˆt1I1,3Bˆ1 = 0 is equivalent with vˆ
t
1I1,3vˆ1 = 0, and
(4.4) follows now. In view of the definition of harmonic maps of finite uniton type [7, 17, 36],
the last statement is a corollary to the fact that η( ∂
∂z
) in (4.4) takes values in a nilpotent Lie
subalgebra of degree of nilpotency 2, which shows that F− will be a polynomial in λ−1 of degree
at most 2.
As to the converse part, assume that Bˆ1 = (vˆ1, ivˆ1). Let f be the corresponding harmonic
map with B1 = (v1, v2). Then we have B1 = V01Bˆ1V
−1
02 for some V01 ∈ SO+(1, 3,C) and
V02 ∈ SO(2,C). So we have v2 = iv1 holds. In particular rankB1 ≤ 1. Applying Theorem 3.11
of [15], we see the Theorem holds except the isotropic property. But this is a consequence of the
facts that B1 being of the form (v1, iv1) is independent of the choice of frames, and B1 being
of the form (v1, iv1) is equivalent to the condition that the corresponding Willmore surface is
isotropic (Note that these facts only hold in the case of codimension 2). 
Remark 4.7.
(1) Isotropic surfaces in S4 provide another type of strongly conformally harmonic maps of
finite uniton number ≤ 2, which actually have an intersection with minimal surfaces in
R4 (see e.g. the examples below). For more details, we refer to [31]. And also note that a
Weierstrass type representation for isotropic minimal surfaces in S4 has been presented
in [5].
(2) The case of isotropic Willmore surfaces in S6 shows a very different situation, in partic-
ular by the fact that, in general, they can not be of finite uniton type [38].
By the classification theorems in [21], [32], [31], a Willmore two-sphere in S4 is either isotropic
or is conformally equivalent to a minimal surface in R4. Applying Theorem 4.1 and Theorem
4.6, we obtain
Corollary 4.8. The conformal Gauss map of a Willmore two-sphere in S4 is of finite uniton
type with r(y) ≤ 2 and hence is S1-invariant.
A main result of [28] states that a Willmore torus in S4 with non-trivial normal bundle is
either isotropic or is conformally equivalent to a minimal surface in R4. Together with the above
results we derive the following
Corollary 4.9. The conformal Gauss map of a Willmore torus in S4 with non-trivial normal
bundle is of finite uniton number at most 2 and hence S1-invariant.
We can also state the classification theorem of Bohle [3] on Willmore tori in S4 as below. For
the notion of “finite type” we refer to [3].
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Corollary 4.10. [3] The conformal Gauss map of a Willmore torus in S4 is either of finite type
or of finite uniton number at most 2 (and hence is S1-invariant in the latter case).
4.3. On homogeneous Willmore surfaces admitting an Abelian group action.
Definition 4.11. A Willmore immersion y :M → Sn+2 is called homogeneous if there exists a
group Γ := {(γ,Rγ) : γ ∈ Aut(M), R ∈ SO+(1, n + 3)} such that
(4.5) y(γ · z) = Rγ · y(z), for all z ∈M and (γ,Rγ) ∈ Γ
and the projection ΓM of Γ onto the first factor acts transitively on M .
Clearly, with Γ also the closure Γ in Aut(M) × SO+(1, n + 3) satisfies the conditions of the
definition. We can thus assume that Γ is a Lie group. Of course, the closure ΓM in Aut(M) is
transitive on M .
In [19] we classifiy all homogeneous Willmore surfaces in spheres. Here we describe how one
can construct explicitly all homogeneous Willmore surfaces which have an abelian transitive
group action.
Theorem 4.12. Let y : M → Sn+2 be a homogeneous Willmore immersion from a Riemann
surface M . Assume that the group Γ is abelian. Then
(1) M = C and ΓM ∼= all translations; or M = S1 × R and ΓM ∼= S1 × Z; or M = T and
ΓM ∼= Z2.
(2) For the lift y˜ of y to the universal cover C of M there exists an extended frame associated
with the conformal Gauss map of y˜, which has a constant Maurer-Cartan form α of the
form stated in Section 2.1, (2.5)–(2.8). Moreover, setting η = α′ = λ−1η−1 + η0, then η
is a constant, real, holomorphic potential, which generates the immersion y˜ (and hence
also y) and satisfies [η ∧ η¯] = 0 and η013 + η023 6= 0. Here η013 and η023 denote the (1,3)
and (2,3) term of η0(
∂
∂z
)
(3) Conversely, let η be a constant real potential, defined on C and of the form η = λ−1η−1+
η0 satisfying [η∧ η¯] = 0 and having the same form as α′ in Section 2.1, (2.5)–(2.8). Then
it generates a homogeneous Willmore immersion (without branch points) for which its
conformal Gauss map has an extended frame with constant Maurer-Cartan form.
Proof. (1). SinceM is a connected Riemann surface with Aut(M) containing a two-dimensional
abelian Lie subgroup, the universal covering of M is C and the rest follows straightforwardly.
(2). Choose the coordinate on C, we see that the group Γ consists of all translations. Hence
we obtain for the extended frame of the conformal Gauss map the relation
F (u+ iv, u− iv, λ) = exp(uX)exp(viY)F (0, 0, λ),
where X and Y commute and only depend on λ. Therefore the Maurer-Cartan form of F is
constant and we obtain
F−1dF = Xdu+Ydv = (X+Y)dz + i(X−Y)dz¯.
So X − Y only involves non-negative powers of λ and X + Y only non-positive powers of
lambda. Moreover, the matrices X − Y and X + Y commute. As a consequence, assuming
w.l.g. F (0, 0, λ) = In+4, we also obtain
F (u+ iv, u− iv, λ) = exp(uX)exp(vY) = exp(z(X+Y)) exp(z¯i(X −Y)).
Since this is some Birkhoff decomposition of exp(z(X+Y)) we conclude that
η = exp(z(X+Y))−1d exp(z(X +Y)) = (X+Y)dz = (λ−1η−1 + η0)dz
is a holomorphic potential for the given immersion of the type stated.
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(3). Assume now η is of the special form stated, then η = (λ−1B+A)dz with A, B constant
matrices satisfying
[λ−1B+ A, λB¯+ A¯] = 0.
Then
ez(λ
−1B+A) = ez(λ
−1B+A)+z¯(λB¯+A¯) · e−z¯(λB¯+A¯)
is an Iwasawa decomposition, producing the extended frame
F (z, z¯, λ) = ez(λ
−1B+A)+z¯(λB¯+A¯).
This implies that the conformally harmonic map f = F mod K is conformally homogeneous.
Since the Maurer-Cartan form of F (z, z¯, λ) = (e0, eˆ0, e1, e2, ψ1, · · · , ψn) is of the form stated in
Section 2.1, F is the conformal Gauss map of some immersion y = [e0 − eˆ0]. The harmonicity
of the conformal Gauss map indicates that y is a Willmore immersion. 
Corollary 4.13. Every homogeneous Willmore torus in Sn+2 can be obtained from a constant
potential of the form
(4.6) η = λ−1η−1 + η0, with [η−1, η0] = 0, [η−1, η−1] + [η0, η0] = 0,
and η−1, η0 being of the same form as α′p(
∂
∂z
) and α′k(
∂
∂z
) respectively in (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and
(2.8) ( See also Theorem 2.2 of [15]).
A special case of homogeneous strongly conformally harmonic maps is produced by “vacuum
potentials”. Recall the definition of a vacuum potential [8]
η = (λ−1B)dz, with [B, B¯] = 0.
Such a potential always produces a harmonic map f . For f being a strongly conformally har-
monic map, one needs to assume that
B =
(
0 B1
−Bt1I1,3 0
)
, with Bt1I1,3B1 = 0.
Then, as shown in Lemma 3.3 of [15], there exists some L1 ∈ SO+(1, 3) such that L1B1 is of
the form (2.8). By Theorem 4.1, one sees that for f being the conformal Gauss map of some
Willmore map y, the maximal rank of B1 must be one. Hence we may assume that
B1 = (v1, · · · , vn) with vj = (aj + ibj)v0, aj , bj ∈ R, j = 1, · · · , n.
Here v0 ∈ SpanC{(1,−1, 0, 0)t , (0, 0, 1, i)t}. If 〈v0, v0〉 = 0, then v0 ∈ SpanC{(1,−1, 0, 0)t}. So
we see that f reduces to a harmonic map into SO(1, n)/SO(1, 1) × SO(n). If 〈v0, v0〉 6= 0,
there exists another L2 ∈ SO+(1, 3) such that L2v0 ∈ SpanC{(0, 0, 1, i)t}. As a consequence, f
reduces to a harmonic map into SO(n+ 2)/SO(2) × SO(n).
In a sum, we obtain
Proposition 4.14. Let f be a vacuum solution which is also a strongly conformally harmonic
map. Then it can not be the conformal Gauss map of any Willmore surface.
Example 4.15. Let y = [Y ] : S1 ×R1 → S4 be the cylinder
(4.7) Y = (cosh av, sinh av, cos u cos bv, cos u sin bv, sinu cos bv, sin u sin bv)t
with a2 + b2 = 1, a, b ∈ R. Note, if a = 0 we obtain the Clifford torus in S3 ⊂ S4, and if b = 0
we obtain the round sphere with the north pole removed. (For a detailed discussion on Willmore
tori in S4, we refer to [3] and [28].)
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A direct computation shows that y is a homogeneous Willmore immersion, with a holomorphic
potential
(4.8) η˜ =


0 0 1
4
√
2
−i(1+2a2)
4
√
2
iabλ−1
2
√
2
0
0 0 3
4
√
2
−i(1+2b2)
4
√
2
−iabλ−1
2
√
2
0
1
4
√
2
−3
4
√
2
0 0 0 ibλ
−1
2
−i(1+2a2)
4
√
2
i(1+2b2)
4
√
2
0 0 0 bλ
−1
2
iabλ−1
2
√
2
iabλ−1
2
√
2
0 0 0 −a2
0 0 −ibλ
−1
2
−bλ−1
2
a
2 0


dz.
Example 4.16. [39] Let y : C→ S5(√1 + 2b2)
(4.9) y =
(
cos u cos
v√
3
, cos u sin
v√
3
, sinu cos
v√
3
, sin u sin
v√
3
,
√
2b cos
v√
3b
,
√
2b sin
v√
3b
)t
with b ∈ R+. Obviously y is a torus if and only if b ∈ Q+. A direct computation shows that y
is a homogeneous Willmore immersion, with a holomorphic potential
(4.10) η˜ =


0 0 s1 s2 0 0 λ
−1√2β3
0 0 s3 s4 0 0 −λ−1
√
2β3
s1 −s3 0 0 −λ−1k1 −λ−1k2 0
s2 −s4 0 0 −λ−1ik1 −λ−1ik2 0
0 0 λ−1k1 λ−1ik1 0 0 −a13
0 0 λ−1k2 λ−1ik2 0 0 −a23
λ−1
√
2β3 λ
−1√2β3 0 0 a13 a23 0


dz,
with
k1 =
√
4b2 + 2
12b
, k2 =
−i√3
6
, s =
4b2 − 1
18b2
, β3 =
−i√2(4b2 − 1)
72b2
, a13 =
−i√2b2 + 1
6b
, a23 =
√
6
6
,
and
s1 =
√
2(20b2 + 1)
144b2
, s2 =
−i√2(12b2 − 1)
48b2
, s3 =
√
2(52b2 − 1)
144b2
, s2 =
−i√2(12b2 + 1)
48b2
.
Note that in this case one obtains the Ejiri’s torus when b = 1 [20].
Moreover, if we assume that b = j
l
with j, l ∈ Z+ and (j, l) = 1, we obtain a torus with period
2π(1 + il
√
3). So the corresponding Willmore functional is
W (T2) = 4
∫ 2pi
0
du
∫ 2pil√3
0
dv
(|k1|2 + |k2|2) = 16π2
√
3
9
(
l +
j2
8l
)
.
5. Appendix: Two Decomposition Theorems
In this section we discuss the basic decomposition theorems for loop groups. We will use
the notation introduced in Section 3. Since the decomposition theorems usually are proven for
loops in simply-connected groups we will assume in this section that G is simply-connected and
will therefore always use, to avoid confusion, the notation G˜. We would like to point out that
the case of the group G = SL(2,R) is included in our presentation, but needs, at places, some
interpretation, since in this case G˜ is not a matrix group, while G˜C = SL(2,C) is a matrix group
and “contains” G˜ as a (non-isomorphic) image of the natural homomorphism.
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5.1. Birkhoff Decomposition. Starting from G˜ and an inner involution σ, there is a unique
extension, denoted again by σ, to G˜C. The corresponding fixed point subgroups will be denoted
by K˜C. Note that the latter group is connected, by a result of Springer−Steinberg.
Next we will consider the twisted loop group ΛG˜Cσ . General loop group theory implies that,
since we consider inner involutions only, we have ΛG˜Cσ
∼= ΛG˜C. On the other hand, we know
π0(ΛH) = π1(H) for any connected Lie group H, whence we infer that ΛG˜
C
σ is connected. And
since K˜C is connected, also the groups Λ+G˜Cσ and Λ
−G˜Cσ are connected.
For the loop group method used in this paper two decomposition theorems are of crucial
importance. The first is
Theorem 5.1. (Birkhoff decomposition theorem) Let G˜C denote a simply-connected complex
Lie group with connected real form G˜ and let σ be an inner involution of G˜ and G˜C. Then the
following statements hold
(1) ΛG˜Cσ =
⋃
Λ−G˜Cσ · ω˜ · Λ+G˜Cσ , where the ω˜’s are representatives of the double cosets.
(2) The multiplication
(5.1) Λ−∗ G˜
C
σ × Λ+G˜Cσ → Λ−∗ G˜Cσ · Λ+G˜Cσ
is a complex analytic diffeomorphism and the (left) “big cell” Λ−∗ G˜
C
σ ·Λ+G˜Cσ is open and
dense in ΛG˜Cσ .
(3) More precisely, every g in ΛG˜Cσ can be written in the form
(5.2) g = g− · ω˜ · g+
with g± ∈ Λ±G˜Cσ , and ω˜ : S1 → T˜ ⊂ Fixσ(G˜C) a homomorphism , where T˜ is a maximal
compact torus in G˜C fixed pointwise by σ.
Proof. The decomposition above has been proven for algebraic loop groups in [25]. Our results
follow by completeness in the Wiener Topology (see e.g. [14]). 
Remark 5.2. (1) Our actual goal is to obtain a Birkhoff decomposition theorem for (ΛGCσ )
0.
The restriction to the connected component is possible, since we will always consider
maps from connected surfaces into the loop group which attain the value I at some
point of the surface.
This is very fortunate: since we have obtained above a Birkhoff decomposition for the
simply connected complexified universal group, we will attempt to obtain the desired
Birkhoff decomposition by projection. Since ΛG˜Cσ is connected, applying the natural
extension of the natural projection π˜C : G˜C → GC to ΛG˜Cσ we obtain as image the con-
nected component (ΛGCσ )
0 of ΛGCσ . We thus obtain the desired Birkhoff decomposition
by projecting the terms on the right side. But since the groups Λ+G˜Cσ and Λ
−G˜Cσ are con-
nected their images under the projection are Λ+C G
C
σ and Λ
−
C G
C
σ respectively. From this
the Birkhoff Decomposition Theorem for (ΛGCσ )
0 follows. The special case of primary
interest in this paper will be discussed in detail in the following remark.
(2) Let J denote a nondegenerate quadratic form in Rn+4 and SO(J,C) the corresponding
real special orthogonal group. Let SO(J,C) denote the complexified special orthogonal
group. Then SO(J,C) is connected and has fundamental group π1(SO(J,C)) ∼= Z/2Z.
Moreover, if σ is an involutive inner automorphism, we have ΛSO(J,C) ∼= ΛSO(J,C)σ.
Therefore
(5.3) π0(ΛSO(J,C)σ) ∼= π0(ΛSO(J,C)) ∼= π1(SO(J,C)) ∼= Z/2Z.
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The loop group ΛSO+(1, n˜,C)σ thus has two connected components. Finally, choosing
σ,K and KC in the Willmore setting, the group KC has two connected components.
Therefore also Λ+GCσ and Λ
−GCσ have two connected components.
(3) Much of the above is contained in [33], Section 8.5 (see also [35]). Note, however, that
our real group G = SO+(1, n + 3) is not compact.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
Consider the universal cover π : Spin(1, n + 3,C) → SO(1, n + 3,C). Then π induces a
homomorphism from ΛSpin(1, n + 3,C)σ to (ΛSO(1, n + 3,C)σ)
0, the identity component of
ΛSO(1, n + 3,C)σ. Projecting the decomposition of Theorem 5.1 with G˜
C = Spin(1, n + 3,C)
to SO(1, n + 3,C), we obtain the Birkhoff factorization Theorem 3.1. ✷
5.2. Iwasawa Decomposition. From here on we will write, for convenience, ΛG0σ for (ΛGσ)
0.
For our geometric applications we also need a second loop group decomposition. Ideally we
would like to be able to write any g ∈ (ΛGC)0σ in the form g = hv+ with h ∈ (ΛG)0σ and
v+ ∈ (Λ+GC)0σ = Λ+C GCσ . Unfortunately, this is not always possible.
For the discussion of this situation we start again by considering the universal cover π˜C :
G˜C → GC. Then τ , the anti-holomorphic involution of GC defining G, and σ have natural lifts,
denoted by τ˜ and σ˜, to G˜C. The fixed point group K˜C of σ˜ is connected and projects onto
(KC)0. The fixed point group of τ˜ in G˜C is generally not connected, like in the Willmore surface
case, where the real elements Fixτ (G˜C) = Spin(1, n + 3) of G˜C = Spin(1, n + 3,C) form a
non-connected group. But it suffices to consider its connected component (Fixτ (G˜C))0 = G˜
which projects onto G under π˜ : G˜→ G.
From here on we will write, for convenience, ΛG0σ for (ΛGσ)
0. Then we trivially obtain the
disjoint union
(5.4) ΛG˜Cσ =
⋃
ΛG˜σ · δ˜ · Λ+G˜Cσ ,
where the δ˜’s simply parametrize the different double cosets. Note that in this equation all
groups are connected. We can (and will) assume that δ˜ = e occurs. For the corresponding
double coset, since the corresponding Lie algebras add to give the full loop algebra, we obtain:
Theorem 5.3. The multiplication ΛG˜σ × Λ+G˜Cσ → ΛG˜Cσ is a real analytic map onto the con-
nected open subset ΛG˜σ · Λ+G˜Cσ = IUe ⊂ ΛG˜Cσ .
From this the Iwasawa Decomposition Theorem 3.3 for (ΛGCσ )
0 follows after an application
of the natural projection as above.
Remark 5.4.
(1) We have seen above that the Iwasawa cell with middle term I is open. But also the
Iwasawa cell with middle term δ0 = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1,−1, ..., 1) is open. To verify this we
consider δ−10 Λso(1, n + 3)σδ0 ⊕ Λ+so(1, n + 3,C) and observe that the first summand is
equal to Λso(1, n + 3). As a consequence,
δ−10 ΛSO
+(1, n + 3)0σδ0 · Λ+C SO(1, n + 3,C)σ
is open and the claim follows.
(2) Using work of Peter Kellersch [26] it seems to be possible to show that there are exactly
two open Iwasawa cells in this case. We will not need such a statement in this paper.
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5.3. On a complementary solvable subgroup of SO+(1, 3)×SO(n) in SO(1, n+3,C). We
consider KC, the connected complex subgroup of SO(1, n + 3,C) with Lie algebra so(1, 3,C) ×
so(n,C) considered as Lie algebra of matrices acting on C4⊕Cn. (Hence we consider the “basic”
representations of these Lie algebras as introduced in Section 2). Clearly KC = SO(1, 3,C) ×
SO(n,C).
Theorem 5.5. There exist connected solvable subgroups S1 ⊂ SO+(1, 3,C) and S2 ⊂ SO(n,C)
such that
(5.5)
(
SO+(1, 3) × SO(n))× (S1 × S2)→ (SO+(1, 3) · S1)× (SO(n) · S2)
is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto an open subset of KC.
Proof. Since SO(n) is a connected maximal compact subgroup of SO(n,C), in SO(n,C) we have
the classical Iwasawa decomposition SO(n,C) = SO(n) · B, where B is a solvable subgroup of
SO(n,C) satisfying SO(n) ∩B = {I}.
It thus suffices to consider SO(1, 3,C) and to prove the existence of a (connected solvable)
subgroup S1 of SO(1, 3,C) such that
(5.6) S : SO+(1, 3) × S1 → SO+(1, 3) · S1
is a real analytic diffeomorphism and SO+(1, 3) · S1 is open in SO(1, 3,C). Note, since the map
S is clearly analytic and surjective, it suffices, as we will see below, to verify that it is also open
and that SO+(1, 3) ∩ S1 = {I} holds.
At any rate, we need to find a solvable Lie subalgebra s1 of so(1, 3,C) satisfying
(5.7) so(1, 3) + s1 = so(1, 3,C), so(1, 3) ∩ s1 = {0}.
Set
s1 =




0 ia12 a13 ia13
ia12 0 a23 ia23
a13 −a23 0 ia34
ia13 −ia23 −ia34 0


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a12, a34 ∈ R, a13, a23 ∈ C

 .
We see that so(1, 3) ∩ s1 = {0} and so(1, 3)C = so(1, 3) ⊕ s1 hold. It is straightforward to see
that s1 is a solvable Lie algebra. Let S1 be the connected Lie subgroup of SO(1, 3,C) with Lie
algebra Lie(S1) = s1. So we have that the map S is a local diffeomorphism near the identity
element by Chapter II, Lemma 2.4 of [23]. This also implies that the map S is open.
Next we finally show that SO+(1, 3) ∩ S1 = I holds. We recall that the exponential map
exp : so(1, 3) → SO+(1, 3) is surjective. Then every element of SO+(1, 3) · S1 has the form
exp(A) exp(B) exp(C), with A ∈ so(1, 3), B contained in the abelian subalgebra of the 2×2− di-
agonal blocks in s1, and C in the nilpotent subalgebra of s1 consisting of the “off-diagonal” blocks
(Note that for every off-diagonal block Q in s1 we have Q
2 = 0). Let exp(A) exp(B) exp(C) ∈
SO+(1, 3) ∩ S1. Then exp(B) exp(C) = exp(B) exp(C) and
exp(B)−1 exp(B) = exp(C) exp(C)−1
follows. As a consequence, exp(B)−1 exp(B) = exp(C) exp(C)−1 = I4, i.e., exp(B) = exp(B)
and exp(C) = exp(C). The definition of s1 now implies exp(B) = exp(C) = I4.
To see that the inverse map is real analytic we take a small neighbourhood in SO+(1, 3) · S1
of the form gV s, where V is a small neighbourhood of the identity I. Since locally near I our
map is a real analytic diffeomorphism, the claim follows. 
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Remark 5.6. We point out that the set SO+(1, 3)S1 is not all of SO(1, 3,C). For example

√
2
2 0
i
√
2
2 0
0 1 0 0
i
√
2
2 0
√
2
2 0
0 0 0 1


is an element of SO+(1, 3,C) which is not contained in SO+(1, 3)S1.
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